Hoover uh72630 parts diagram

Part Number: H In Stock, 24 available. Part Number: H-AH Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 21
available. Part Number: In Stock, 6 available. Ships in 1 - 17 business days. Not Available for
Retail Sale. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0
item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Hoover Misc Vacuum
Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart.
Popular Parts. Flat Non-Stretch Belt. Flat Cloth Belt Set. Primary Filter. Carbon Exhaust Filter.
Screw-Self Tapping. Handle Screw. Upholstery Tool-Pet. Vacuum Parts. Accessories for the
Hoover UH Handle broken, cracked mostly along joint lines. Do you have a replacement handle?
Anthony for model number UH asked on Hello Anthony and thank you for writing. The model
number you provided is not recognized. Please verify the number you provided us. If it is
correct, we recommend contacting the manufacturer and seeing if they could provide you with a
part number, and then you are always welcome to check back to see if we carry the part! Did
this question help you? Yes No. A hinge on the bottom of the plastic canister snapped off. Can I
get a new canister for this model? Sheri for model number UH asked on Hi Sheri, thank you for
your question. That would be this part for you: H I hope that helps. Good luck with your repair.
Related Parts: Dirt Cup Assy. Lower cord hook broke off. I see the part Assembly can be
screwed On but I don't see the part listed. Barb for model number UH asked on Hello Barb and
thank you for writing. This part is discontinued for your model and is no longer available. We
have no known replacement information in our system. We recommend you contact the
manufacturer of the part to see if they have recently released a new substitute. We do carry
related parts for units just like yours. For example, part number H Good luck with your repair.
Related Parts: Primary Filter. I need a new brush roll assm. Says discontinued? I just purchased
this vacume and this part is discontinued? Jacque for model number Uhw asked on Hello
Jacque, Thank you for the question. There is no part substitutions listed. My suggestion here
would be to call the manufacturer and see if they can provide you with a substitution for these
part numbers. We hope this helps! Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part
and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice
and special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for
your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question.
Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We
were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need
Help? Customer Service. Even the perfect cleaning machine needs a little maintenance to keep
it in top performance condition! If you've got a Hoover WindTunnel vacuum or another Hoover
vacuum, you're used to the best. From our commitment to better prices to our insistence on
quality, USA Vacuum supplies the best Hoover vac parts at the very best prices! Whether you're
looking for authentic Hoover vacuum filters or such other Hoover vac parts as Hoover belts,
bags, detergent, or agitator assemblies, you can depend on USA Vacuum to keep your Hoover
WindTunnel vacuum or other Hoover vacuum operating at full power. So count on a deep, down
clean, plus great prices and service. Hoover vacuum parts from USA Vacuum - the perfect
match for all your cleaning needs! Quick Links Home Deal of the Day. Genuine Hoover Parts For
Less. To help us better assist you, please include the following in your email: Name, Phone ,
Hoover Model , Part , Description. Follow us on Twitter Like us on Facebook. All Rights
Reserved. Built with Volusion. Quick Links Home. Deal of the Day. Choose a sub category:.
Upright Vacuum Parts U Series. Hoover Commercial Parts. Hoover SteamVac "F" Series. Hoover
Floormate. Well, before I proceed with it, I need to go back to the past. I dearly love my dog â€”
a chocolate lab â€” but as of late, the house was starting to malodor. Maybe I needed a different
vacuum cleaner to replace the canister vac. Being of a particular age I had many years of home
cleaning experience. I grew up with a canister vacuum and I used a canister vac in my major life.
No, not the same one, I had more. I hated the discharge smell from my present vacuum cleaner
even though I change the bag every single time and I questioned how well it was picking up the
pet hair. And â€” this Hoover Windtunnel model came up as savior and not too much price. So
even though I figure that putting some decent money down for a good appliance is not usually a
bad strategy. My mats were brighter and they were pleasant. Really â€” it lifted the mass. I am
happy, to say the least, and I am willing to express its bad things as long as it keeps on cleaning
my house. This is one of the most common problems of Hoover WindTunnel. The reasons the
problem discussed below. Remove your hose from both ends and check it all. Take a broom
handle clean it through with a stick to knock out anything that may be stuck. Check your
WindTunnel brush roll. If there is any blockage or hair take a knife to cut along this brush roll
and get all the extra hair off of a shape. You can find it easy to do, you just need to take off
soleplate screws to pull the soleplate off the machine and replace the best. Most cases of a
jammed brush bar are easy to clean, you have to simply pull the debris from the brush bar. But
in some vacuums, this method does not work properly. If you need to clear a problematic

blockage like Dyson brush bar not spinning , you can take the brush bar out of the housing
easily, for quick maintenance. WindTunnel have two filters. The primary filter should be cleaned
up every two months as you needed. If you have other problems with your vacuum, you should
call customer care service. You have a 2-year limited warranty on this machine. It usually
causes clogs. Grabber tool is an important tool that you need to before getting on similar
troubleshooting like the Shark vacuum motor reset. Make sure you have them before you start
troubleshooting. Then work way down until you can hear the brush roll bristle touch the carpet
and you should feel the vacuum glide smooth across the carpet. The second filter is a HEPA
filter. You could find it on top of the baseplate, to clean it and slide it out. Replace the hinge
screws then insert and secure the bolt. Snap-on the hinge caps. Reinstall the rest of the handle
assembly screws and slide the handle into position. Five-position adjustment of Hoover one of
the innovative technology. This five-position adjustment very effective to clean all types of
floors and surfaces. This WindTunnel represents a bagless technology and it maintains optimal
suction power. It has a rinsable filter that can be cleaned with warm water. It also has a
high-quality HEPA filter. We sometimes hear from you guys that your WindTunnel is
overheating and shutting off. First, turn the vacuum off and remove the dirt cup. The power cuts
out, then do check the main cable, with the cable still plugged in and the machine running give
the wire a wiggle around. If the power cuts on and off either at the plugins or at the machine
end, then the cable has failed and it needs replacing. I forget to give it a little pull. Then give a
nice twist. I can grab my new one. The clamp-on your model may take a little bit of squeezing to
get it into position. With the mains cable now in position. Hoover WindTunnel gets four-star up
with positive reviews in different marketplaces. Hoover WindTunnel is easy to move, simple
maneuverability. You can get optimal suction power from it. Your Hoover WindTunnel is your
most precious cleaning partner and it cleans different types of surfaces like hardwood floors or
carpet. Sometimes your Hoover WindTunnel needs troubleshooting. Here we have solved all
Hoover WindTunnel possible problems. If you have a Bissell vacuum and experiencing any
difficulty with this, then you can also read our Bissell Proheat troubleshooting guideline. Who I
write for: My family, my friends, my neighbors, myself, and most importantly you. Where do I
write? Is there anyway to adjust those self propelled wheels any higher? On the Highest setting,
Ours is very hard to push Self propell works great on floors?? Model Help needed. Was using
vacuum tonight and it seems the part motor housing component has separated from base. Am
not able to figure out how to get it back together. It does not seem to want to fit. Any
information is appreciated. Is it possible for you to give photo or video of the separated vacuum
cleaner? Then we will try to find a solution for you by analyzing those picture or video. I have
the same problem as Nancy. I have a new tank filter and a new HEpa filter. I have good suction,
but none of the dust is going into the tank it is depositing on the bottom side of the tank filter.
Hi David, Good day. Your WindTunnel should not clog or shut off. I put together this quick video
with some tips that should help. The brush roll does not stop SpInning when i want to use the
tools. The suction through the tools is very poor. If your brush roll does not stop Spinning, you
can follow this video instruction. I inherited the vacuum and replaced all of the filters. Now
When I use the vacuum it ejects or pushes out the hepa filter frame onto the floor. I cant seem to
get the filter frame to click in place. This video will show you how to replace the power bar roller
brush belt and HEPA filter on a Hoover Windtunnel upright vacuum cleaner. During the process,
we try to provide tips and advice for doing similar DYI projects based on things we have learned
over the years. I replaced the v belt and it still wont work. It does seem to be loose. This should
get you going again. This is a video explaining why the brush might stop spinning on a hoover
wind tunnel, and how to prevent this from happening. You can see the manual comes with the
product, or you can watch this video for what uses of hover WindTunnel. While cleaning the
filTer on my hoover windtunnel 2 , i decided to take apart the entire upper assembly to clean it. I
unscrewed the 3 screws that hold the 3 pieces together and now cannot get it Back tOgether
because of the twist it takes to lock into place. I cannot get the three pieces to align again. Is
there a video thaT will show me how? Thank you for any help. Here Hoover WindTunnel 2
assembling video. Sounds like something in the roller but nothing there. Are they always this
noisy? You can watch this video for unboxing and assembling, you can verify your process. My
vacuum base does nOt have any suction. The hose attachment is Fine and has perfect sucTion.
The filters are clean too. WindTunnel losing suction and put together this quick video with some
tips that should help. My new windtunnel 2 cord retractor does not RetRact the cord- first time
use- Xmas gift. Is there an easy fix or return item? You probably do not understand its use, here
we provide a video , here you will find a really nice explanation of putting it together, where the
accessories go, all the filter placements and so on. Then, you should need to buy a new Hoover
WindTunnel paid link. At less than 17 pounds, it is easy to move up and down stairs and the
onboard attachments allow for above-floor cleanings like furniture and curtains. Is this machine

this loud? That is above average. This video demonstrates the proper and safe way to
disassemble a Hoover Windtunnel and how to access parts that may need to be tested and
replaced. How do you clean the cyclonic filter? Cleaning cyclonic filter of Hoover WindTunnel is
very easy. The shroud can be removed by unscrewing the three screws that hold it on. You can
watch this video to make it more easy for you. I was using my Hoover wind tunnel 2 channels of
suction vacuum and turned it off to do something else unplugged it to move to another room
plugged it back and amd will not turn on! Tried other outlets in my house and still will turn on,
any suggestions? I replaced the brush roll and belts on my hoover windtunnel platinum series.
The brush roll turns and there is suction, but when I turn it on â€” it only stays on for a second.
Then it shuts off and the power button blinks. Any idea what I can try to remedy this? It sounds
like you may have a clog deep in the system or I am certain it is an electrical issue. However, we
put together this quick video with a few tips that should help. This video can help to understand
tool attachment. This video shows you how to maintain the tool attachment for your Hoover
vacuum cleaner. Bought the Hoover total home pet. Plugged it in last night to use it. Worked
great. Tested outlet it works with everything else including the old vacuum. Tried other outlets
and not working still. Any suggestions? May just take back since I only bought it yesterday. You
can replace your power cable with this video guideline. My husband threw my receipt away and
they will not let me return it without receipt. The whole head of my Hoover head seems to just
suck down on the carpet and will not move across the carpet. It is like pushing a cement truck
across the carpet. Does not make any diference where I set the heigth adjustment. I have a
hoover wind tunnel Max multi cyclonic vacuum and the lever to disengage the roller brush for
bare floors does not stay engaged. How do I fix this? Hoover wind tunnel air â€” years old. Hose
has come out of the machine where it should be permanently attached. Any suggestions for a
fix? Even a temporary fix would be great as we are trying to self isolate! Wondering if electrical
or duct tape would do. Stay well and thanks. The power brush starts and stops spinning
whenever it wants to. If I turn it off, wait a minute or 2 turn it back on, it will usually start again,
but no guarantee it will stay running. How can I check if the uniot is still under warranty? I think
have only had about 4 years. Hello; i own 2 bagless hoover vacuum,1 is a pro the other is paws
wind tunnel, 1 of themwhen vacuum the dust and dirt goes straight up,to the top into the base
filter,and not into the canister,now everytime i vacum the floor i have to clean the filter , why is
this happening? The handle is locked in the upright position. I step on the lever on the base of
the unit and nothing happens. Cannot push the machine with handle in upright position. I just
changed the belt on my Windtunnel. It is now noisy and the foot pedal for hard floors will not
latch making the brush always run. Is there a way to keep handle from coming off while
vacuuming on Hoover high performance swivel. Only have had it for few months. These are
really wonderful ideas in regarding blogging. You have touched some good points here. Any
way keep up writing. My shark model IFUKT keep over heating and stopping after 5 mins of use
I have cleaned all filter but the problem is still happening. Can you help it cost over pound and
is just over a year old and had this problem for a few months. I was using my Hoover
Windtunnel vacuum, turned it off to move to another room, plugged it back and it will not power
on. Wow, fantastic weblog format! How lengthy have you been blogging for? The full glance of
your website is great, as smartly as the content! I used the wind tunnel and it shut off on me. I
left it for 30 min and it would not restart. I checked the hose and found LEGO clogging it up.
Have i burnt out the motor? Is there an internal fuse to replace? Hoover wind tunnel shut down.
Beater bar light comes on and the bar spins. However, the vacuum motor does not engage.
Filters are clean, hose is free of obstruction. I have a windtunnel upright. When I put the canister
back in after cleaning it, the lid of the cannister became loose and is now stuck in the machine.
Any ideas??? Thank u! What am I missing? I seek answers for two issues. The brush not
turning and the self-propel function no longer working. Any and all help is greatly appreciated. I
am only seeing questions but no answers, no links to click for answers, etc. Hoover CS has
been no help. Any ideas? Motor sounds perfect but does smell warm when I try it in floor mode.
Thank you. You said there was a way to detach the hose and use a broomstick to clear clogs.
Could you add that please. I have the Hoover Windtunnel Pet Drive. Only about 4 to 6 months
old. I took it apart. Cleaned it, let it dry for 2 to 3 days just to make sure and put it back together.
It now collects the debris in the lower, washable filter part, rather than the cannister. All parts
were put back in, and there is no leak. Any ideas?? I just had mine delivered from Amazon. Any
thoughts? Nothing in the bookâ€¦. I was using it in one outlet and when finished I shut it off,
unplugged it and moved to another room. The outlet is fine. I even plugged it in the previous
outlet and no such luck. What can I do? A gentleman asked earlier, but there was no response,
so I have the same problemâ€¦. We took our Hoover upright vacuum cleaner to a service dept.
Now we have new carpet throughout our home and the sweeper at the highest setting still
needs to be higher, so we took our sweeper yesterday to the service dept. I have a Hoover wind

tunnel pet xl. Hey there, I have the Hoover whole house elite pet. The motor and it still sucks up
the dirt but instead of it going into the the chamber it just shoots everything g out the back. I
checked the hose and it looks fine. Need ur expertise. I had this issue, myself with a different
brand. If you search on You Tube, you can find repairment who put up videos for these kinds of
fixes. With mine, it was simply tightening down a screw that loosened. Hoover Part , Hoover
Part Models F Also order Prt. Hoover Part , , Turbine Upholstery Nozzle for Hoover
Steamcleaners Uprholstery tool with clip on tab that has the rotating brushes. Most upright
models. For release tab see prt Fits all Hoover windtunnels Selfpropelled. Dusting Brush with
tab fits all Hoover Canisters New style horse hair bristled dusting brush with lock on tab. Does
not fit any Hoover upright vacuum cleaners. Furniture Tool with tab for Hoover canister
Vacuums Furniture tool with tab that slides into locking mechanism. Crevice Tool with tab for
Hoover Canister Vacuums. Crevice tool with tab. Fits all Hoover canister vacuums. See prt. Mod
series Hoover Part Vertical shaft motor. Only for vacuums that do not have tools on board. Item
3 Hoover Part Item 39 Hoover Part Item 43 Hoover Part Brushroller for Windtunnel Canister
Vacuums Brushroller that goes on the powerhead of the Windtunnel canister vacuums.
WindTunnel Bottom Plate 15 In. Hoover-Upright non self-propelled 15 inch bottom plate for
Hoover Windtunnel non self-propelled. Includes the partial plastic tube the sits on top of the
roller. Hoover Part , , , , , Each end cap holds one side of 2 rollers. Hose 20 ft. Lid also takes an
insert cap part Fits V2 series U Item 44 Hoover Part Item 46 Hoover Part Item 50 Hoover Part
Does not include the 2 twist off caps. Item 15 Hoover Part Hose for Windtunnel Hoover Upright
except Mach 2. Does not fit the Md U see prt. Item 16 Hoover Part Item 19 Hoover Part Item 21
Hoover Part Item 23 Hoover Part Item 28 Hoover Part Item 29 Hoover Part , Item 30 Hoover Part
Item 32 Hoover Part Oposite from the spindle side. Not included is the handle-prt Hoover Part , ,
, Shampooer Trunion Cover L. Item 40 Hoover Part Shampooer Motor 7. Sold complete with
clear casings. Fits into handle grip. And all steamers without rotory brushes. Model F, OEM
Hoover Part Includes the lid. Nut and Bolt Nut and bolt that keep the upper assumbly attached
to the lower. Fits Hoover Elite. For widetrack models see Part Hoover Part HR, , , , Hoover Part , ,
, HR Electric cord for all Hoover Windtunnel Uprights Replacement cord. Cord for Hoover Steam
Cleaner 32 foot cord. Fits all hoover steam cleaners. Futura Metal Roller Hoover Metal
replacement roller. Tacony Fits Model S, Fits powerhead without headlite. Also fits Md URM.
Portapower Hose for Hoover Canister Flexible hose with both ends. Machine end coupling has 2
tabs to secure the hose to the machine. Hoover Part HR, , Hose Extra Long 20ft. Fits
Windtunnels that take Paper Bags except the Mach 2. Wheel for Hoover Dimension Hoover
dimension wheel for canister power nozzle. Rear Wheel for Hoover Spectrum Hoover spectrum
rear wheel on canister. Only the metal roller with replaceable brush strips is available. For
Powermax a new bottom plate must also be ordered Prt. Metal roller is Prt. Has the tab on the
neck. See part for regular size Windtunnel roller. Hoover Part HR, , , , , Hoover Part , HR, , , , New
style recovery tank comes with the new style duct. New tank does not include the tank lid. Use
the old tank lid. Models F,,, Bag Compartment Back Panel Housing-Hoover Upright Plastic
housing where the paper bag goes in with rear end tabs that snap into the handle. Switch 2
Speed for Hoover Concept Uprights 2 speed switch that fits into the handle. Includes trigger.
Sold complete. All other Windtunnel Bagless Md. Turbo hand tool with spinning brushes for
Widepath Steamer. Models F,25,26,28,30,40 Hoover Part Does not include the latch that secures
the door - see prt. Door Panel for Hoover Upright Legacy The front plastci cover that covers up
the place where you put in the paper bags. Sold each. Mounts on the side. Plastic Wand with
Tab for Hoover Canisters Plastic wand that on one end has a tab and on the other end has a
round collar that rotates to secure the tab of the other wand to it. Motor Brushes for Convertible
Hoover Upright - 2 per pack Motor brushes for old style convertibles where the outer bag is on
the back of the handle. Hoover Part , K Fits all Hoover uprights including Wintunnel. Includes
the endcaps on the roller. U series. Hoover Part , , , , Also see prt. Fits Md. Fits upright vacuums
that have the outer bag or dump cup on the back of the handle. Does not fit the widetrack
Conquest series. Does not fit the Conqest widetrack series. Hose for Windtunnel Mach 2.
Bellows for Hoover Conquest Commercial Upright Accordian black tube that attaches down at
the bottom of the dump cup. Bottom Plate for Hoover Uprights Bottom plate for Hoover
vacuums where the belt rides in the middle of the roller. T shaped. Does not fit any
tools-on-board vacuum. Metal bottom plate no longer available. Comes only in plastic. Fits on
all conquest vacuums that have a 2 belt roller system. The 3 prong is not available. Hood for
Hoover Steamcleaner Md F, F The hood that the water sucks up into and then goes into the dirty
water tank. Does not fit Hoover Canisters only the uprights. Front Wheel for Hoover Canister
Windtunnels Small front wheel that is attached by a metal pin on the front of the powerhead.
Cord for the Powerhead on Windtunnel Canisters The cord that runs from the powerhead up
into the grip on the hose. T shaped, 3 wire with male prong. Includes the clear plastic water

intake shroud. Hoover Part , , , ,. Comes complete. Where the water is sucked up onto the dirty
water tank. Does not include screw on cap prt. Keeps the handle from falling back. Brushroller
Bearings for Hoover Conquest 2 per pack The bearings that go in each end of the brushroller.
Bottom Plate for Hoover Futura Canister Powerhead The bottom plate that you remove from the
bottom to access the roller. Does not fit the Windtunnel bagless models. Brushroller for Hoover
Conquest Commercial Upright 18 in. Uses 2 belts and the V belt goes around the roller. Front
Door Panel for Windtunnel Upright Hoover The front door includes seals that covers the area
that the paper bag goes into. Does not include the lid. Fits Concepts that have a powersurge.
Takes two. The plastic plate on the bottom of the vacuum that has to be removed to access the
brushroller. The wheel axle slides through it. Metal Bottom Plate for Hoover Commercial Upright
T shaped metal bottom plate that fits over the brushroller on the bottom of the vacuum. Has a
metal formed belt guide in the center of the part. Hose Assembly complete for Hoover Duros
Canister Vacuum Complete hose that plugs into the canister and the wands attache to the other
end. Fits all Hoover Conquest uprights. Cable Retainer Washer for Hoover Windtunnel Self
Propelled Vacuums The metal washer that holds the self propelled cable to the actuator arm on
the trnsmission. Attaches on to the front nozzle. This part is needed if the self propelled will not
go into neutral. Fits the U series vacuum. U Hoover Part The valve opens and closes spring
loaded. Hoover Convertible Electric Cord old Style Convertible 30 foot cord that is connected
into the switch plate at the top of the handle. Bottom Plate for Hoover Caddy Vac Upright
Vacuum The plastic plate that is on the very bottom of the vacuum and covers the brushroller.
Inch and one quarter diameter. Hoover Part 2KE All major brands of vacuums and vacuum
cleaners. Tek Systems, Inc. Part Number: H Part Number: H-AH In Stock, 1 available. Backorder:
No ETA. In Stock, 21 available. In Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 3 available. Ships in 1 - 17
business days. Part Number: Not Available for Retail Sale. In Stock, 2 available. Shopping Cart.
Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore
a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Hoover Upright Vacuum Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Miscellaneous Parts. Screw X.
Popular Parts. Flat Non-Stretch Belt. Flat Cloth Belt Set. Screw-Self Tapping. Primary Filter.
Handle Screw. Hose Wrap-Lower. Nozzle Base Assy. Roller Lifter Assy. Vacuum Parts.
Accessories for the Hoover UH Can you provide a picture of the backside of the vacuum
showing how the pieces are connected? I cannot see that in the parts schematic sketch.
Jeannette Dunn for model number UH asked on Hello Jeannette and thank you for writing Here
is the link to your manual. Did this question help you? Yes No. Hello Linds and thank you for
writing. Hose assembly. Part Number: H is in the list of compatible items for your model. We
hope this helps. Please contact us anytime. If you would like to place an order with our
company or inquire about pricing, availability, and shipping, you will have to contact our
customer service. You can do so one of two ways: online: Thank you. Related Parts: Hose Assy.
The little turbine spins appropriately in the back I have the correct size of belt Don for model
number Uh asked on Hello Don and thank you for writing. It certainly sounds like it could be a
faulty roller lifter assembly H, you should check for signs of damage, and replace if necessary.
Please contact us anytime if you require further assistance. Related Parts: Roller Lifter Assy.
Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we
can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model
Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will
get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank
you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our
mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Here are the
diagrams and repair parts for Hoover UH vacuum, as well as links to manuals and error code
tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help
section. Showing 10 of 45 parts. Main assy Diagram. The manufacturer no longer makes this
part, and there's no substitute part. Learn how to use a multimeter to check for wiring problems
in an appliance that's not working. Model UH Hoover vacuum. There are a couple of ways to find
the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Vacuum
beater bar belt Part Add to cart. Cover Part The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and
there's no substitute part. Vacuum hose Part The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and
there's no substitute part. Vacuum handle release pedal spring Part The manufacturer no longer
makes this part, and there's no substitute part. Vacuum carbon exhaust filter Part The
manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part. Turbo tool Part The
manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part. Handle Part The
manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part. Vacuum primary filter
Part The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part. Lens head Part
The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part.
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Symptoms common to all vacuum cleaners. Choose a symptom to see related vacuum cleaner
repairs. View all. Shuts off during use. Read more. Won't turn on. Not suctioning well. Brush roll
not spinning. Articles and videos common to all vacuum cleaners. Use the advice and tips in
these articles and videos to get the most out of your vacuum. January 18, How to use a
multimeter to test electrical parts video. Deciding between a canister or upright vacuum.
Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Shop Kenmore Elite bottom-mount refrigerator parts , Kenmore E
bottom-mount refrigerator parts. Kenmore dishwasher parts. Electric Line Trimmer. Craftsman
electric line trimmer parts. Gas Range. Craftsman Lathe Replacement Parts. Sharp Parts
Microwave. Rear-Tine Tiller. Craftsman Parts Rear-tine tiller. Side-By-Side Refrigerator.
Snowblower Attachment. Craftsman snowblower attachment parts. Trash Compactor. Kenmore
Trash Compactor Parts. Upright Freezer. Kenmore Upright Freezer Parts. Need help? Close
Start Chat.

